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23 East German Scientists Wary About Unification
24 British Radiation Study Throws Experts into Tizzy
26 NASA Grilled on Space Station “Flaw” ■ Will Protests Derail AIDS Meeting?
27 Physics for the Future U.S. Work Force
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29 Making Light Work of Cell Surgery
31 Marking the Ice Ages in Coral Instead of Mud ■ The Ice Age Bones of Contention
33 What’s the Sound of One Ocean Warming?
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Articles

41 Psychological Responses After Abortion: N. E. Adler, H. P. David, B. N. Major, S. H. Roth, N. F. Russo, G. E. Wyatt
44 The Human Genome Project: Past, Present, and Future: J. D. Watson
49 Orchestrating the Human Genome Project: C. R. Cantor
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52 Diffuse-Double Layer at a Membrane-Aqueous Interface Measured with X-ray Standing Waves: M. J. Bedzyk, G. M. Bommarito, M. Caffrey, T. L. Penner
The mouth of a borehole drilled to the bottom of ice stream B, West Antarctic Ice Sheet. By means of such boreholes, about 1050 meters deep, observations of physical conditions at the base of the rapidly moving ice stream have been made (see page 57). Frost crystals have formed around the hole during overwintering. The mouth of the hole at the snow surface is defined by a circle 12.5 centimeters in diameter cut in plywood. [Photo by B. Kamb]